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PREFACE.

THE introductory remarks and the ample Table of Contents which

precede them, render an elaborate preface unnecessary. The Observatory,

in which the observations contained in this volume have been made and

reduced, was erected by the University of Oxford at the instance of the

present Professor in the year 1874. The general plan is the Professor's,

but the external design is that of Mr. Charles Barry. In 1877, a large

and very convenient Lecture-room and Library were added, after the

design of the afore-mentioned eminent architect. The general aspect of the

building is very fairly represented in the collotype reproduction in the

Frontispiece.

The principal astronomical instruments are three. I. An equatorially

mounted telescope of twelve-and-a-quarter inches aperture and nearly

180 inches focal length, furnished with solar and stellar spectroscopes and

other necessary appliances, by Mr. (now Sir Howard) Grubb. In 1888, the

tube of a photographic telescope was mounted on that of the afore-

mentioned equatorial, and the driving apparatus was very greatly im-

proved, so as to permit the protracted exposures now rendered necessary

for the photography of the more faintly illuminated of celestial objects,

but the tube unfortunately has long waited for and still awaits its object-

glass of 13 inches aperture. This photographic telescope is the gift of the

recently deceased Dr. Warren De La Rue, whose long continued generosity

to the Observatory entitles him to be regarded as a co-founder of the

Observatory, in conjunction with the University of Oxford. II. A
Transit Circle by Troughton and Simms. Its aperture is four inches, and

its two divided circles are three feet in diameter. The microscopes and

field of the telescope are illuminated by electricity, and the instrument is

capable of reversion. The whole arrangement is the gift of J. Gurney

Barclay, Esq. III. An equatorially mounted Reflecting Telescope of 13

inches aperture and 10 feet focal length. This instrument, with its singu-

larly excellent metallic mirrors, was constructed personally by the late

Dr. Warren De La Rue, and after long and effective use by him was presented
to the University of Oxford. Its clock and motive machinery were entirely

renovated and improved by Messrs. Troughton and Simms at Dr. De La Rue's
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expense. It is now capable of permitting many hours of exposure for

photographic plates without distress to the observer. With it all the

photographs necessary for the researches contained in this volume have

been taken. The munificent donor had expressed his desire to replace the

13 inch mirror by a larger one of 24 inches aperture ; but, unfortunately,

his decease occurred before the realization /of his intention.

Besides the important and costly gifts to the Observatory referred to

above, Mr. James Nasmyth has deposited therein his remarkable pictorial

map of the Moon, and his other cartoons of the Lunar surface (seven in

number), and these beautiful works of art now adorn the walls of the

Lecture-room.

The staff of the University Observatory consists of two assistants-

Mr. William E. Plummer, F.R.A.S., and Mr. Charles A. Jenkins, F.R.A.S. :

these gentlemen have been attached thereto since its first institution, and

their able co-operation has been repeatedly acknowledged by the present

Director. There is also provided for the Observatory, a skilled mechanic,

whose services are important to the general routine.

Independently of the original researches carried on in this Observatory,

the instruction of the students in practical astronomy, and the delivery of

various courses of lectures, are among the principal duties attached to the

Institution.

The Observatory is, by University Statute, under the inspection of a

Board of Visitors, consisting of

The Vice-Chancellor of the University.

The Astronomer Royal (W. H. M. Christie, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.).

The Lowndean Professor of Astronomy, Cambridge (J. C, Adams,

Esq., M.A., F.R.S.).

The Radcliffe Observer.

The Senior and Junior Proctors.

Rev. Bartholomew Price, M.A., F.R.S., Sedleian Professor of Natural

Philosophy, Oxford.

W. Huggins, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S.

WTEsson, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.

E. B. Elliott, Esq., M.A.

Through this Board an annual report is presented to the University in

Convocation.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY,

1889, August.
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[NTRODTJCTION.

I. IN the year 1878, 1 had been engaged in the investigation of the moon's

physical libration by the aid of lunar photographs on collodion plates. In the

course of this research a series of measures had to be taken for the determination

of the lunar diameter. I found that the results possessed such delicacy and

accordance, that the thought occurred to me of applying photography to the

determination of stellar parallax. But for the prosecution of this design it

became necessary to obtain the photographic images of faint stars with a few

minutes exposure, a result which could not be accomplished on the ordinary

wet plates. This difficulty was however removed by the adoption about that

time of the processes of the more sensitive dry plate photography. This

method easily renders evident the images of faint stars, and it is with reference

to measures connected with such faint stars, that the very idea of parallactic

determination necessarily depends.

II. In May, 1886, I communicated to the Royal Society a method of

determining the magnitude of stars from the measures of their discs impressed

on dry photographic plates, and of the suitability of photographic methods to

the purposes of accurate measurement in general. These results were again so

accordant that I at once commenced with confidence the necessary observations

for the determination of stellar parallax. The star chosen for the first attempt

was naturally 61 Cygni, on which Bessel had bestowed such extraordinary

care, and whose measures have been generally confirmed by later astronomers.

A comparison on an extended scale of the probable errors of measured

distances on the photographic plates, with those obtained by Bessel with the

Heliometer, would at once confirm or condemn the photographic process.

Another cogent reason for the selection of this star arose from the fact of the

existence of an undoubted orbital connection between its two components ; for if

the identity of the parallaxes of two stars thus relatively so close to each other

with reference to a third, were independently established by photography, then

there would be both furnished and satisfied a most crucial test of the applic-

ability and accuracy of this method of investigation. But this photographic

method of astronomical enquiry was so entirely novel, that I determined still

further to exhibit its value, and accordingly as many as four faint stars

of comparison were selected, and I proposed to determine the parallaxes of

the two components with reference to each of the four stars. Thus there

would be no less than eight independent determinations of the quantities which,

at that time, I thought, would be practically identical.

III. A more enlarged experience has taught me that there is no necessary

and a priori ground, for expecting the so-called parallax of a star to be

B
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identical in amount with respect to any two other stars in the apparent

vicinity, however faint. For recent researches have shown that the lustre

of a star depends greatly on many other elements besides that of the distance

at which it is viewed ;
and it must never be forgotten that the parallax obtained

by BesseFs method, or by any variation of it, is not absolute, but is relative to

the parallaxes of the stars of comparison employed. Attention will be drawn

to this point in the sequel of these investigations, and it is here insisted

on chiefly in order to modify the reasons for anticipating an identity in all the

eight results referred to above.

IV. Notwithstanding this remark, it has been an almost unvaried practice
in these researches to select four stars of comparison, suitably situated, instead

of the usual one or two. For it is a peculiarity of the photographic method
that it lends itself to the multiplication of data for measurement in the

photographic field to an almost unlimited extent. Moreover, all these

measures possess the great advantage of referring to the same instant of time,

and they can also be made leisurely in the day time, without distraction or

constraint, and, when necessary, can be repeated and examined at any distant

intervals. But all these great advantages are on the assumption that the

picture on the plate is and remains a perfect representation of the actuality in

the heavens.

V. In order to satisfy myself on this important and fundamental point,

an investigation of the amount of distortion of the field, at remoter distances

from the axis of the telescope than are generally relied upon in observations,

had been made, and the result is published in vol. xlvii. of the Mem. Hoy.
Ast. Soc. Extended experience has still further satisfied me of the reliability

of the focal field up to the limits of the picture required. It remained therefore

only to enquire, whether this reliable field is practically transferable to the

photographic plate. Proof of this can only be had by the establishment of the

identity of measurement of the visual picture with those made on the film.

For this purpose I may refer to the communication in the Proc. Hoy. Soc.

May, 1886. Later enquiries made by other astronomers* have put this question

altogether beyond reasonable doubt, and it is not necessary here to produce
numerical data to support the fact.

VI. It was however still further necessary to establish the uniformity
of the film with regard to its capacity for accurate measurement of wide extent

and in every direction. A part of the same question is the enquiry whether

measurements between the same stars on different plates, even if taken on

different nights, were identical with each other. Repeated trials have satisfied

me that there is no cause for the apprehension of inaccuracy in these directions,

provided that suitable methods of reduction (to be explained hereafter) are

employed in the discussion of the measures.

VII. Another necessary enquiry also presented itself, viz. as to whether the

photographic film remained constant after a lapse of time. In order to test

this question, the same plates were measured at dates separated by sufficiently

wide intervals of time, and the difference between the two results was found

not to exceed the errors of observation.

* Bulletin du Comite" International permanent, nasaim.
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VIII. Having- thus discussed the general methods of the process, I proceed

to explain the particular application of them to the determination of parallax,

and this I feel compelled to do with a very considerable amount of detail,

because the introduction of a new element of danger, viz. the effects of the

possible inconstancy of the film, require to be very scrupulously examined,

and the details to be very carefully described.

IX. The first step in the process is the selection of four stars of comparison
suitable for the purpose. The suitability in question implies that two of the

stars should be as nearly as possible in the same line with the star whose

parallax is sought, and if possible at approximately equal distances therefrom.

The other pair ought to satisfy similar conditions, but to be as nearly as

convenient at right angles to the former direction. This condition of the

picture may occasionally be satisfied by the inspection of Argelander's Charts,

but in general it is found necessary to appeal to the heavens, by taking a

picture of the district required. For this purpose it is necessary to select such

stars of comparison as could generally be measurably impressed on the plate

with an exposure not exceeding five minutes. This essential limitation of the

time ofexposure prevents in some cases the selection of stars ofcomparison rigidly

fulfilling the conditions of configuration stated above. For from the very first

it was felt that if an exposure considerably greater than five minutes was

necessary to produce the required images, it would be impossible to mark the

precise epoch of the formation of the image, and hence impossible accurately to

eliminate the effects of refraction from the measures. Another reason for this

limitation arose from the fact, that when a bright star such as that of the

second magnitude was in question, a longer exposure than that mentioned

would give so extended an image, that it would not be possible to bisect

it with the accuracy required. For although it would be possible to employ
means for temporarily covering the bright star during a part of the exposure

required for the impression of the fainter stars, a question would always arise

as to the accuracy of the process. Bearing this in view, I venture to digress

so far as to record my gratification, that Dr. Elkin, by his admirable discussion

of the parallaxes of stars of the first magnitude, has rendered it unnecessary
for me to encounter the difficulties of photographic processes applied to such

bright objects.

X. It is almost unnecessary to explain to astronomers that it is further

desirable to select one pair of stars approximately in the direction of the axis

major of the parallactic ellipse, or in other words, parallel to the ecliptic. This

consideration will also modify the otherwise advisable condition of the rec-

tangularity of the second pair referred to above.

XI. The selection of comparison stars being thus completed, the next step
is to proceed to the more direct operations necessary to the production of the

plates. The first step consists in determining the proper position of the

photographic plate with reference to the mirror. Experience with the De La
Rue instrument has shown, that the focal plane remains by no means at

a constant distance from the mirror itself, as measured along the tube, and

consequently it becomes necessary before commencing observations for the

night, to find the best position of the plate by actual trial and development.
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This preliminary trial also enables the observer to judge of the necessary

duration of the exposure, for it is a well ascertained fact, that this necessary

duration varies extremely from night to night.

XII. Having ascertained the proper position of the plate, the exposure was

continued in general for about five minutes, or whatever other time had been

indicated by the trial plate. Four plates were in general exposed as probably

sufficing for a night's work on a particular star. After the development, which

was carried no further than was necessary for the complete exhibition of all

the star-images required, the four plates were submitted to measurement in the

De La Rue Macromicrometer elsewhere described *. The plate was so inserted

in this machine that the principal star coincided with the centre of the position

circle attached thereto, this disposition of things being made in order to

secure the use of the same portion of the screws in all the operations, thus

eliminating the effects of any possible small irregularities in the screw itself.

Notwithstanding this precaution the screw had been carefully examined by the

method described by Bessel in the Untersuckungen. The result was to give
as a correction (which however is quite insensible in its application)

Horizontal screw = o"-oo22 sin# o"-oo66 cosu

o"-oo44 sin 2 u + o"-ooo3 cos 2 u

Vertical screw = + o"-oc>36 sin# + o"-oi 27 cos u

o"-ooc>3 sin 2 u + o"-ooo7 cos2.

It may be well to mention that in the course of the measurements a second

examination of the screws was made, in order to detect any possible defects

arising from usage. The new correction, like the old, is quite insensible.

Each of the eight distances was measured five times, and the mean of the

measures on each plate was taken. Further, the diagonal distance between

each pair of comparison stars was also independently measured on each plate.

The absolute necessity of these diagonal measures, in order to connect the

measures of the several plates into a consistent whole, will be explained here-

after.

Before proceeding to exhibit the detailed measures of 61 Cygni, it will be

desirable to state the amount of accuracy with which the bisection of these

star discs can be effected. The probable error of measurement naturally varies

as the size of the disc increases.

For a disc 5" in diameter the Prob. Error is 0.08

10" o.i i

j> J 5" ' I2>

20" 0.16

25" 0.17

3" -20 -

Consequently the probable error of a measure of distance will be the square
root of the sum of the squares of certain pairs of these quantities.

Preliminarily to all other computations, it is necessary to enquire if any
correction must be made to the measures, on account of possible variation of

* Memoirs Royal Ast. Soc., vol. xlvii.
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the film, and of the focal length of the mirror from night to night, or from

plate to plate. It is on this account that the diagonal distances (a) to
(#),

(c) to (d), are to be regularly measured and tabulated. It is assumed that

these actual diagonal distances are absolutely constant in the sky, and such

would probably appear to be the case with the measures also, were it not for

change in the film and focus. These changes in a presumably constant distance

are to be transferred proportionately to the varying distances of the comparison

stars from the principal star, and in this way it is presumed that imperfections

in the film, or in the focus, or arising from any unknown cause, will be sensibly

eliminated.

PARALLAX OF 61 CYGNL

The accompanying figure is a diagram of the principal stars 6i
x
and 6i 2

Cygni with the comparison stars
,
b

; c, d : round the former is exhibited the

North

A

West East

form and direction of the parallactic ellipse. The stars of comparison are

designated by
( a D.M. 37 No. 4189 Magnitude 7.9

\b ,,38 No. 4336 8.8

( c D.M. 37 No. 4175 9.0

\d ,,38 No. 4348 9-5

In Table I are exhibited the conditions under which the diagonal distance

0, b was measured and the result of the necessary reductions freeing it from

aberration and refraction, and consequently leading to the correction of the

distances of the comparison stars from 61 Cygni, which result from unknown

changes in the film, focus, &c.
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TABLE I.

Measures of the (diagonal) distance of Star (a) from Star (b) for
the determination, at the times of exposure, of the correction

to their measured distancesfrom 61j and 61 2 Cygni.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



for the Correction of the Scale.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Measures of the diagonal Distances (a) to (b)

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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Column 6 gives the correction to the measured distance in order to remove

the effects of Aberration. The quantities inserted in this Table have been

computed from the expression originally due to Bessel's investigation :

ds= {aA + bB}
where A and B are taken from the Nautical Almanac, and

=
[tan e sin + cos sin a]a =

b = , , cosScosa.
206265

Column 7 is derived from column 3 by the algebraical addition of the

last two terms. The discrepancies in these final and adopted measures are very
noticeable. Differences in the unknown proper motions of (a) and (b) and also

some possible difference of their parallaxes might account for some very trifling

differences here, were it not that there are no signs of periodicity discernible.

It is therefore necessary to attribute these apparent variations of distance to

changes in the film, and in the inconstant position of the plates in regard to

the focal plane. Another consideration is that the practical difficulty of

accurately adjusting the photographic plate to the focus of the mirror for the

moment is formidable, and accompanied with a greater amount of uncertainty
than is the case with an ordinary refracting telescope. Further, these effects

are cumulative over long distances. An alteration of o.i inch in the focal

length will affect the distance here measured by i".9.

Column 8. For the computations of this column, which refer to the

correction to be made to the measured distances on the photographic plates,

owing to the various causes of distortion already described, the process adopted
is as follows. After a considerable number of plates have been measured and

corrected for refraction and aberration, the mean of the whole is taken and

assumed to represent the true distance and to remain constant throughout the

year. It might have been more logical to have completed the whole measures

for the year, and to have then taken the average for the year, but no sensible

increase of accuracy would have resulted from the delay. The constant

quantity assumed for the distance of a from b was 2382^.20. It is moreover

to be observed that after the solution of the Normal Equations, this distance

can be computed with greater accuracy. In the present instance this diagonal
distance so derived is 2382".295. This is the mean of the two determinations

from 6ij and 6i
2 Cygni. With the above explanation it will be seen that

these quantities are obtained by subtracting column 7 from 2382
//
.2O.
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TABLE II.

Adopted measures of 61^ Cygnifrom the comparison Star (a).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Concluded Distances of Q1
1 Cygni from Star (a).

11

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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X Cygni and Star (a).
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are virtually corrected hereby, whether the causes are known or unknown, and

hence no separate corrections are applied for temperature, either at the time of

measurement, or at the time of exposure. Having regard to the variety and

amount of some of these corrections, it might have been feared that they would

have been fatal to the ultimate value obtained for the parallax. On the other

hand the frequent changes of sign have a tendency to remove the apprehension.

In order to ascertain the real effect of the correction in question, the parallax

was computed both with and without it. The result of the computation was

that though there was no material difference in the total amount of TT, on the

other hand, the residuals in the equations of condition were very seriously

affected, even to ten times the present amount, introducing of course a

proportional theoretical uncertainty in this value. The final conclusion is

that the corrections in question are both real and absolutely necessary. Never-

theless it does occasionally happen that the measures of one or other of the

stars do show glaring and enormous discrepancies from the remainder of the

series. Sometimes such evident deviations from the general accuracy can be

traced to some mechanical injury of the film, but at others can only be supposed

to arise from some local distortion, the cause of which cannot be traced. It

has been the practice to reject all measures on a plate thus abnormally

disfigured, and the cases of such rejection (which do not amount to 3 per

cent, of the whole) will be found mentioned in the notes.

Column 8 speaks for itself, as being the concluded value of the distance

of star (a) from 6i
1 Cygni, obtained by the application of the small corrections,

contained in the last four columns, and, when slightly modified, forms the

independent term in the equations of condition.

Column 9 is the correlative of column 4 in Table I, to which the same

remarks apply. The mean of the whole series is o".i82.

TABLE III.

Equations of Condition formed from the measures of 6^ Cygni
and Star (a).

No.



Equations of Condition for the

No.
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No.
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Table III contains the 89 equations of condition from which the Parallax is

to be deduced. The Parallax in distance, as computed from Bessel's expression

(demonstrated in the Appendix) is

Rm cos
(
M O )

TT

where m cosM = sin a sin P + cos a sin 8 cos P.

m sinM=
(

cos a sin P + sin a sin 8 cos P) cos a> cos cos P sin a>,

and if P be assumed 108 26' this expression becomes

R [9.95260] cos (206 8' O) TT

where R = the Earth's Radius Vector :

and O = the Sun's Longitude, both at the time of exposure.

Again if 8/x be the unknown small correction required to the assumed

annual proper motion
(/u)

in the direction of distance, this term multiplied by
the fraction of year will enter into the equations of condition. Lastly, since

Concluded Distance = True Distance (x^ + Ait + Bdn
if from each side of the equation a constant be removed, in this instance

I3^o
//

-35o, there will result the equations of condition in a convenient form

for computation. In this way Table III has been formed.

Before solving this Table by the usual method, it should be stated that

a term (K) depending on a presumed difference of aberration of the two stars

has not been inserted. Presumably, there can be little question but that there

may be a difference in the coefficient of aberration on account of the varied

conditions of the stars themselves. If this difference be taken into the account

the equations of condition become altered by the insertion of a term,

but on mature reflection, it is seen that the alteration in the coefficient of

aberration would be so slight, that a priori no appreciable effect would result in

the value of TT. To set this question at rest, I had recourse to Sir R. Ball's com-

putation for the parallax of 61 Cygni, where this term is taken into the account.

The result, according to Sir R. Ball, is an alteration of o".O3, amounting
to -5^-3 of the whole constant of aberration. Now the actual correction to

the measured distances rarely exceeds o".i, so that the distances would not be

altered by more than ^Vir of a second of arc.

As a matter of fact the value of it deduced from Dr. Ball's equations of

condition, neglecting the term, is changed from 0^.4659 to 0^.446 1, whereas,

on the other hand, the weight of TT is increased from 4.887 to 7.057. Similar

results are derived from a similar enquiry based on the parallactic computa-
tions of Prof. Asaph Hall. On these grounds I regard it as desirable to

omit all consideration of any presumed change in the aberration constant.

Further, it will be observed that no inequalities of weight have been assigned

to the various equations of condition, for it was felt that any such inequality of

weight must be connected with physical variations of the film and the images

impressed thereon. At first sight the varying values in columns 5 and 9 of

Tables I and II might appear to indicate the varying security in the equations

of condition themselves, and would furnish the means of deriving the necessary

multipliers to bring them into greater uniformity. On the other hand, it will

be found that measures taken on the same parts of the plate are affected by
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very different errors, and that therefore any multipliers introduced for the

purpose of establishing- uniformity in the measurements on the plate would be

utterly inconsistent. The supplementary Table IV (page 18) has been drawn

up in order to show at a glance that the variations in measuring in the same

direction and on the same plate are purely accidental and do not depend upon
the condition of the film.

In this Table (III) the last column contains the residuals arising from the

introduction of the values obtained of the unknown quantities, and I am induced

to regard them as exceptionally small, and with a felicitous succession of changes

of sign, justifying- a high degree of confidence in a novel method which has

now been for the first time put upon its trial on a very considerable scale.

The normal equations have been formed after the usual method and are as

follows :

+ 3.1520= + 9.0000# 7.3917 /X O.I7I07T

-
3- I 737 = -

7-39I7 +8.8384 - 9.0374

+ 17.2577=- 0.1710 -9.0374 41.2547

whence are derived the following results

n

x = + 0.0406

dp = +0.0514

TT = + O.4294.

The quantity expressed by the symbol x is of no practical importance, for

it depends mainly on the somewhat arbitrary assumption that the distance

between the two diagonal stars is 2382". 20. A similar remark may be made

as to any physical significance in the quantity b p, inasmuch as it here depends

upon months, whereas to be of value it should be measured by years. I have

therefore not concerned myself with any determination of a theoretical probable

error of either of these quantities which, under the circumstances, may be

properly regarded as illusory.

Very different is the case with the value of TT, being in reality the sole and

final object of this investigation. For the present it will be sufficient to add

that its probable error is o".oi62, so that with reference to star (a)

TT = 0".4294 + 0".0162.

Further, the probable error of the resulting measures derived from four

plates, by this method of treatment, on the same night is + 0^.09 1.

It is here interesting to remark in passing, and especially as appertaining

to a method so novel as the present, that Bessel's probable error is practically

identical with that here stated. So far then as the present results are concerned,

they may be regarded as expressing an equality of accuracy between the

photographic and Bessel's Heliometer measures
;
the great advantage in point

of convenience and rapidity in the multiplication of observations is on the side

of photography.
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TABLE IV (Supplementary).

The 'Average deviation' derivedfrom all the measures on the

same platesfor one night.

Date,

1886.
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TABLE V.

Concluded measures of 61
2 Cygnifrom the comparison Star (a).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.



22 Equations of Condition for the

No.
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No.
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//

whence a = +0.1056

dp = +0.0659
TT = +0.4250

while the probable error of it o".oi76, and the probable error in the deter-

mination of a distance of the principal star from the star of comparison
is o".ioo.

Before entering upon the tabular statement connected with the second star

of comparison, it may be well to give as a matter of interest, but which may
be passed over if regarded as superfluous, a table exhibiting the difference of

the measures of the two components from the same star, it being borne in

mind that the measures and their reductions are independent. It will be seen

that the average difference of the measures is 20".28 7. An interesting use of

this result will be found on page 66.

TABLE VII.

Difference of the measured distances of Star (a) from
61

X
and 61

2 Cygni.

No.
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No.
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TABLE VIII.

Concluded measures of61 1 Cygnifrom the comparison Star (b).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.



28 Equations of Condition for the

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No.
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No.
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whence is derived by solution
//

x = 0.0016

d[L +0.0055

77 = +0.4414

The probable error of TT proves to be +o",O32S, so that the value of the

relative parallax from this star is

v = + 0"-4414 + 0".0222.

The probable error in one complete measure of distance is o".n5.

PARALLAH OF 61
2
CYGNI AND STAR (B).

The following- set of tables are analogous to and in the same order of

sequence as those already described in the three preceding cases, and hence

call for no further remark.

TABLE X.

Concluded measures of 61 2 Cygnifrom the comparison star (b).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.



Concluded Distance of 61
2 Cygni from Star

(b). 33

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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TABLE XL

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the measures of 61 2 Cygni
and Star (b).

No.



Equations of Condition : 61
2 Cygni and Star (b).

35

No.



36 Concluded Parallax of 61 2 Cygni and Star (b).

No.
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TABLE XII.

Differences of the measured distances of Star (b)/rom
61

t and 61 2 Cygni.

No.



PARALLAX OF 61, CYGNI AND STAR (C).

Having regard to the importance of establishing, on what I hope are

incontrovertible grounds, the accuracy of the photographic method, I have

thought it prudent to proceed a step further in the enquiry, and as is not

unusual in parallax researches, I determined to continue the enquiry with

reference to another pair of comparison stars situated at a very considerable

angle to the direction of the former diagonal. In adopting this course I had

also at the time another thought in my mind, viz. that by selecting many
stars of comparison I might derive an approximate value of the absolute

parallax itself. It is already hinted in the Introduction, III, that similarity

of magnitude is very far from being attended by similarity of parallax, at all

events it certainly is not so in individual cases.

The additional pair of stars selected is D.M. + 37, No. 41 75 and D.M. + 38,
No. 4348, of the magnitudes 9-0 and 9-5 respectively. Of course the diagonal

of reference is now different from that employed in the other determinations ;

and, before proceeding to the Tables involving the parallactic processes, it will

be interesting to compare the variations of these measurements conducted along
two directions on the film nearly at right angles to each other. Inasmuch as

these diagonals of reference are of somewhat different length, viz. (a) to (#)

2380" and (c) to (d) 2066", the variations are, for the purpose of this comparison,

taken proportionally for 1000" in each direction.

TABLE XIII.

Comparison of the measures of the two diagonals

approximately at Right Angles.

Variation in 1000" from an Adopted Mean.

Date,

1886.
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Date,

1886.



Measures of the Diagonal Distance (c) to (d)

TABLE XIV.

Measures ofthe distance ofStar (c) from Star (d), for the determina-

tion, at the times of exposure, of the correction to their

measured distances from, 61j and 612 Cygni.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



for the Correction of the Scale.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



42 Relative Parallax of 6l
l Cygni and Star

(c).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Concluded Distances of 61
x Cygni from Star (c).

43

No. for

Refer-

ence.



44 Concluded Distances of 61
x Cygni from Star (c).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Relative Parallax of Q1 1 Cygni and Star (e).

TABLE XVI.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the measures

of 61
! Cygni and Star (c).

No.



46 Equations of Condition : Gl
l Cygni and Star

(c).

No.



Concluded Parallax : 61
X Cygni and Star (c).

47

No.



48 Relative Parallax of 612 Cygni and Star
(c).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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TABLE XVIII.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the measures

of 61 2 Cygni and Star (c).

No.



Equations of Condition: 61 2 Cycjni and Star
(c).

51

No.



52 Concluded Parallax : 612 Cygni and Star (c).

No.
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TABLE XIX.

Difference of the measured distances of Star (c)from

61j_ and 61 2 Cygni.

No.



PAEALLAX OF 61j CTGNI AND STAR (D).

Concluded measures of^ Cygnifrom the comparison Star (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.



56 Relative Parallax of Glj Cygni and Star (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Equations of Condition : 61
X Cygni and Star (d).

57

No.



58 Concluded Parallax: 61
1 Cygni and Star (d).

No.
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Concluded measures of 61 2 Cygnifrom the comparison Star (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



60 Relative Parallax of 61 2 Cygni and Star (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Concluded Distances of 61 2 Cygni from Star (d). 61

No. for

Refer-

ence.



62 Equations of Condition: 612 Cygni and Star (d).

No.



Normal Equations: 61 2 Cygni and Star (d). 63

No.
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2 Cygni and Star (d).

whence the values of the unknowns are

x = +0.0115

d\L = + 0.0080

TT = + 0.4303,

and the probable error of TT becomes + 0".0178, and that of the measure of

distance between this star and 6i 2 Cygni is + o".iO4.

As in the case of the stars of comparison (a), (), and (c),
I append a Table

exhibiting the difference of the measures of the two components from the same

star (d). The average difference of the measures is 7".93Q.

TABLE XXIV.

Difference of the measured distances of Star (d) from
61.! and 61 2 Cygni.

No.
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No.
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a mass equal to .505 that of the Sun, for the combined mass of the components
of the star 6 1 Cygni.

There arises naturally the additional question, how far do the distances of

the two components of 61 Cygni from each other at a given epoch, as implied

in the foregoing results, agree with the same distances, at the same epoch, as

obtained by Prof. Peters in his theoretical discussion of the orbit ? On referring

for this purpose to Table XXIV, it appears that the (mean) difference of the

distances of 6i
x Cygni and 6i

2 Cygni from (d) is 7"'93, for Jan. 1887. Also,

on applying obvious reductions to the results of Prof. Peters, the same quantity

for the same epoch is 7"87. The following short Table (XXV) contains the

collected results arising from the application of a similar method to Tables

VII, XII, and XIX.

TABLE XXV.

Distance of 61i to 61z

Cygni resolved in the

direction joining 61i

and 1 1 1. star.
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sequences of the operations leading to the final result. These data will embrace

the variation in the diagonals of reference (Table I), the original measures of

distance and the total amount of correction applied (Table II), and the final

equations of condition (Tables III and IV).

In the course of the observation of this star there were so many unavoidable

interruptions, owing to the rehabilitation of the De La Rue Instrument and

other causes, that it was not possible to maintain the series without considerable

breaks, and therefore it became necessary to base the parallax, in this instance

alone, on not more than two stars of comparison. The two stars of comparison

selected are

(star 0) .... D.M. + 54, No. 225, Magnitude 7.9
*

(star a) .... D.M. + 53,No. 218 8.3

North

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE STARS COMPARED WITH
fJ.

CASSIOPEIA.

The approximate position-angles, and distances of these two stars shown in

the diagram are respectively
o / //

(star a) .... p = 26 56 s = 755

(star b) .... p = 201 52 s = 1356

whence the expressions for computing the factors for parallax are

o /

(star a) . . ds = .S [9.96649] cos (0333 5)

(starfl) . . ds = ^[9-955^3] cos (0 156 14).

The proper motion for
//, Cassiopeia has been assumed from various authorities

inRA. = +os
.388 in Decln. -i".58i,

or 3".741 in the arc of a great circle inclined at an angle 115 o' to the

parallel of declination.

These preliminary data will, with the explanatory detail furnished in the

case of 6 1 Cygni, permit the whole of the subsequent Tables to be easily

followed.

* These magnitudes have been determined photometrically, by the Wedge Photometer. This

remark applies to the magnitude assigned to all subsequent stars of comparison.
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'

TABLE I.

Measures of the diagonal distance of Star (a) from Star (b) for tJie

determination, at the times of exposure, of the correction to

their measured distancesfrom p Cassiopeice.

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

enoe.



70 Concluded Measures of p Cassiopeia

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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Xo.



Concluded Parallax: p Cassiopeia} and Star (a).
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No.



74: Equations of Condition: /* Cassiopeia and Star (b).

No.
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No.



Relative Parallax of Polaris.

arising from the comparative closeness of the two components and their great
contrast in brilliancy. Owing to the great variations in the character of the

images of these stars from night to night, it was feared that a possible

coalescence of the two stars on the plate, might give rise to imperfections
of the measurements : but happily, and as a matter of fact, no practical incon-

venience of the sort has occurred ;
in all cases the two images were distinct, and

the measures taken from the brighter star could be satisfactorily effected. It

will be seen in the sequel that the error of observation in the measurements of

this star is not greater than is the case with any other of the stars examined.

The stars selected for comparison are as follows :

D.M. 88, No. 2, Magnitude 8.8, designated as (a)

9 8.0 (I)

4 7-5 (
c
)

10 9.0 (d)

Owing to the proximity of this star to the Pole, it has not been practicable

to determine the angle of position of the comparison stars from the photo-

graphic plate, a practice which has been adopted in the other cases. For

this purpose therefore the co-ordinates given in the Redhill Catalogue for the

equinox 1855.0 have been assumed and have been brought up rigorously to

the equinox of 1888, with the following result :

a, D.M. 88, No. 2, a = 3 37
* 9. a = 31 51

c 4, a =13 7

d
33>

10, a = 35 15 10,

5 = +88 49 26.1.

6 = + 88 38 45.0.

6= +88 25 21.1.

5 = + 89 2 48.0.

The position of these stars with reference to Polaris is shown on the

accompanying diagram, which also exhibits the position and eccentricity of

the parallactic ellipse.

North

West East
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The expressions from which the factors of parallax have been computed

are, in the case of these four stars, respectively
o /

For, ds = ^[9.96123] cos (Q- 82 39)

I, ds = ^[9.96413] cos (0-284 i)

c, ds -#[9.99906] cos (o 1 68
2,6)

d, <fo = jR [9.99834] cos (0-345 17)-

The proper motion of Polaris in Declination has been assumed to be zero ;

that in Right Ascension has been taken to be + os

.i3O4. This is the quantity

given by Prof. Newcomb in his ( Standard Stars.'

Before proceeding to give the tabular results, from which the final relative

parallaxes of Polaris are obtained, it is desirable to mention, that the same

condensation of form is here observed as that which is adopted in the case of

j/, Cassiopeiae, and for the same reason. This same condensed form of tabular

work will also be found, in respect of all the other stars, discussed in the sequel

of these investigations.

TABLE I.

Measures of the diagonal distances of (a) to (b) and of (c) to (d)

for the determination, at the times of exposure, of the correction

to their measured distancesfrom Polaris.

No. for

Refer-

ence.

MMnMn
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. 22. One of the plates rejected owing to discordant measures : the cause could not "be

discovered.

No. 23. Images of (d) on two of the plates were too faint to be measured.

No. 27. One of the plates rejected through injury to the film.

No. 32. Only three plates were taken.

No. 34. Clouds passing : exposures of variable length.
No. 37. Plates somewhat fogged.

No. 42. Images faint and diffused.

No. 45. Images ill-defined.

No. 49. One of the plates rejected. The measures of one of the diagonals were discordant.

No. 53. Images elongated, but measurable.

No. 60. One of the plates rejected from injury to film.

No. 66. Exposure continued for eight minutes on account of haze.

No. 73. Images faint, but measurable.

No. 75. The image of (d) faint, and not measurable on one of the plates.

No. 82. One of the plates rejected from injury to film.

No. 85. Images feeble and diffused.

TABLE II.

Concluded measures of Polarisfrom the Stars of

comparison (a) and (b).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



from the Stars of Comparison (a) and (b).
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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Xo. for

Refer-

ence.
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No.
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No.
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Treating these equations in the usual method, the following normal

equations result :

+ 24.094 = + 86.0000 x + 3.6042 djj,+ 7.3926 TT

+ 1.888=4- 3.6042 4-11.6258 +13.2181

+ 4.899=4- 7-3926 + 13-2181 + 37-^57

whence, by solution, are obtained the values of the unknowns, viz.

//

oo = 4-0.274

dfj,
= 0.018

77 = +0.0837.

It further appears that the probable error of one complete measure of

distance is + o".iO9, and that the probable error of the determination of

7T is + o".o232.

TABLE IV.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of

Polarisfrom Star (b), as given in Table II.

No.
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No.
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No.



PARALLAX OF POLARIS RELATIVELY TO STARS (C) AND (D).

TABLE V.

Concluded measures of Polaris from the Stars of

comparison (c) and (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No. for

Refer-

ence.
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No.
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No.
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Treating these equations in the usual method, the following normal

equations result :

+ 11.336= + 86.0000 # + 3.6042 d /A + 6.447677

0.062= + 3.6042 +11.6258 5.0828

+ 3-73= +6.4476 5.0828 +41.0127

whence, by solution, are obtained the values of the unknowns, viz.

#= +0.128

dfji = 0.0224

it- +0.0521.

It further appears that the probable error of one complete measure of

distance is +0^.070, and that the probable error of the determination

of TT is + o".oii4.

TABLE VII

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
Polaris from Star (d), as given in Table V.

No.



' Relative Parallax of Polaris and Star (d).

No.



Equations of Condition: Polaris and Star (d),
95;

No.
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The collected results for the Parallax of Polaris, gathered from the preceding

pages, are as follows :

Star's Name.



II.

Parallax of Stars of the Second Magnitude, derivedfrom
observations at selected critical epochs.

The time and labour necessarily expended on obtaining- the foregoing
1

results, although probably less than would be required by the application of

the Heliometer, are, nevertheless, so considerable, that the thought naturally

suggested itself, whether there might not exist some possible modification,

whereby the labour could be curtailed, without sensibly impairing the accuracy

of the final determination, estimated by its applicability to cosmical enquiries.

Accordingly, a selection was made of those observations of 61 Cygni, which

necessarily affect the computed amount of parallax in the most sensible degree.

Such observations are found on or about those nights, when the positions of

the earth are such as to produce the maximum difference of displacement of

the principal star in the direction of the star of comparison. Such positions

of the earth occur, for the stars (a or b) in reference to 61 Cygni, on or

about April 10 and October 10. Taking, then, the observations made during
the ten nights nearest to these dates, and treating these twenty results after

the same fashion as that adopted for the eighty-nine observations of the

whole year, the following results are obtained :

ir n

61
1 Cygni and star (a), TT = 0.3669 + 0.0264

61 2 Cygni TT = .4047+ -0238

61 1 Cygni and star (), TT = .3929+ .0319

61 2 Cygni TT = .47 J 3 -3 24

while for the whole eighty-nine the following values of TT have been found

(P- 63):-
// It

6 J
i Cygni and star (a),

TT = 0.4294+0.0163

6i 2 Cygni it = .4250+ .0176

61
1 Cygni and star (#),

TT = .4414+ .0222

61 2 Cygni TT = -45 8 -Ol 9 l

Hence then it appears that the differential Parallax, with regard to the

stars of comparison, is virtually the same, whether determined from the greater

or fewer number of observations, and herein lies the justification of a curtail-

ment of the process on the lines suggested. It may further be remarked,

that while the limit of error of determination is about 0^.015, from observations

made consecutively throughout the year, the limit of error, possibly incurred

by this contracted method does not exceed 0^.03 ;
an amount which appears to

be sufficiently small to warrant the adoption of the results in cosmical

enquiries, within the approximations at present available. Moreover, it is an

obvious advantage to have the means of rapidly increasing the number of
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stars whose parallax is sought ;
the curtailment in question also has practically

received the approval of astronomers of great experience.

This contracted method, however, is not necessarily restricted to operations
connected with the photographic method, but it applies equally to the Helio-

metric process, or in fact to any other micrometrical practice : nor is it to be

regarded as the same as that so ably applied by Dr. Ball in his parallactic

investigations, made at Dunsink in 1876-8. In the case of the Dunsink

investigations, it would appear that while the number of nights devoted to the

examination of a single star is possibly sufficient to detect a parallax of ap-

proximately a second of arc, still, as a matter of fact, no such large parallaxes

were sifted out in the process, and in all probability no such contiguities, as

that implied by a parallax of a second of arc, exist in the sidereal system :

hence, the meshes of such an astronomical sieve appear too coarse for the object

intended. Independently of this coarseness of the astronomical meshes, there

is the further difference between the two processes, that the photographic
method admits the employment of a very much wider telescopic field than is

the case with an ordinary telescope, and it is thus possible to select stars of

comparison much more suitably situated for the determination of parallax,

than is the case with other telescopes, armed with an ordinary micrometer.

Moreover, the stars of comparison themselves may be selected from a much
wider range of magnitudes than is the case with object-glasses in general.

On the other hand, the curtailed method described by Dr. Gill, wherein he

proposes to confine the observations to a couple of nights, repeated at proper
intervals during two years, is more delicate than that last described, and may,
on trial, prove sufficiently so to rapidly furnish, on a large scale, parallaxes

accurate enough to afford an approximate notion of the cosmical distribution

of stars.

The recent proposition to take photographs at critical epochs, and after

retaining them in an undeveloped state, to re-expose them after intervals of six

months, seems to me to be well worth a trial, and though attended by risk

and difficulty, I propose to try it on a small scale.

Very recently, and while writing these remarks, the attention of astro-

nomers has been called to a very remarkable and valuable contribution,

emanating from the observatory at Pulkova, towards a practical improvement
in the method of obtaining stellar parallaxes of an absolute character, from

observations made on the meridian at properly selected epochs. If the

character of meridional observation be of the highest order of reliability, then it

is not too much to say that in the case of many stars, suitably situated, every

year's observation of R.A. must implicitly contain the effects of parallax, and in

most cases may permit their determination. If this be so, the data for deriving

an approximate notion of the arrangement of stars in space, already exist in the

annals of our great observatories
;
and in any case we have here, from the work

of Drs. Wagner and Belopolsky, an indication of the expectations that may
be derived from improvements in meridional instruments and meridional

methods. Dr. Belopolsky's determination of the absolute parallax of 61 Cygni
as derived from eight years' consecutive transit observations at Pulkova is o".5o.
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Before proceeding
1 to give the details of this curtailed method, as applied

to a Cassiopeiae and other stars of the second magnitude, it may be well here

to make a remark which more properly belongs to page 5 of the Introduction.

It is to the effect that the average amount of correction here required for the

measures of distances, owing to variations in the film, in the .focal length of

the mirror, and other causes, known and unknown, is (from a partial enquiry)
o".i6 for icoo", whereas in the case of the Cape Heliometer it appears to be

o".io for the same distance : a result probably due to the minute, but slightly

inconstant, variations of the film.

PARALLAX OF a CASSIOPEIA

Deduced from Observations at Critical Epochs.

The stars selected from comparison are

D.M. + 55, No. 14% ... Magnitude 8.7 ... Star a

D.M. + 55 ,
138 ... 9.2 ... b

Anonymous ... ... 10.2 ... c

D.M. + 55 ,
No. 132 ... 9.3

The approximate position-angles and distances of these four stars are

Of It

for star a ... p = 96 30 ... 8=1042
b ... = 270 46 ... = 849

d ... = 234 44 ... = 1113

The accompanying figure is a diagram, showing the relative positions of

these stars with the form and position of the parallactic ellipse.

West East

South,



100 Parallax of a Cassiopeia derived

The parallactic factors in the equations of condition have been computed
from the expressions

o /

Star a ... ds = J2 [9.94968] cos(O 273 3 1
)

b ... ds = 72 [9.96190] cos (O 98 37)
c ... ds = R [9-99957] c s (O-39 )

d ... ds = -#[9.99998] cos (O 126 27)

The proper motion of a Cassiopeise, after consulting various authorities, has

been assumed
in R.A. +os.oo68

in Decln. o".

These preliminary facts will, with the information already afforded, permit
the subsequent tables to be easily followed.

TABLE I.

Measures of the diagonal distances of Star (a) from Star (b), and

of Star (c) from Star (d),for the determination, at the times

of exposure of the correction to their measured distances from
a Cassiopeia.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



from Observations at Selected Epochs. 101

No. for

Refer-

ence.



102 Concluded Parallax of a Cassiopeia derived

No. for

Refer-

ence.



from Observations of Selected Epochs. 103

No.



104 Concluded Parallax of a Cassiopeia from Star (b).

TABLE IV.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the measures of a Cassiopeia

and Star (b), as given in Table II.

No.



PARALLAX OF a CASSIOPEIA RELATIVELY TO STARS (C) AND (D).

TABLE V.

Concluded measures of a Cassiopeiafrom the comparison
Stars (c) and (d).

tfo. for

Refer-

ence.



100 Concluded Parallax of a Cassiopeia from Star (c).

TABLE VI.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
a Cassiopeiafrom Star (c),

as given in Table F.

No.



Concluded Parallax of a Cassiopeia from Star (d). 107

TABLE VII.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of

a Cassiopeiafrom Star (d), as given in Table V.

No.



108 . Collected Results for the Parallax of a Cassiopeia.

The collected results for the parallax of a Cassiopeise gathered from the

preceding
1

pages, are as follows :

Star's Name.



PA&ALIAX OF ft CASSIOPEIA

Deduced from Observations at Critical Epochs.

The stars selected for the determination of the relative parallax of /3 Cassio-

peise are

D.M. + 58, No. I , ... Magnitude 9 .2 ... Star a

D.M. + 58,No. 10, ... 9.1 ... b

D.M. + 58,No. 8, ... 8.3 ... c

D.M. + 58, No. 2700, ... 9.2 ... d.

The approximate position-angles and distances of these four stars, are

Of It

for star (a) ... p = 399 47 ... *= 440

W = i53 3 = 13^
(c) ... = 37 20 ... = 664

(d) ... = 229 56 ... = 1475.

The accompanying figure is a diagram showing the relative position of

these stars, with the form and position of the parallactic ellipse.

West } East

South

The parallactic factors in the equations of condition have been computed

from the expressions-

Star (a) ... ds = R [9-90879] cos (Q - 59 29)

(b) ... ds = E [9.89878] cos (0-197 7)

(c) ... ^ = 72 [9.98634] cos (O-3^ 2)

(d) ... <fc = # [9.99999] 008 (O-134 !)

The proper motion of /3 Cassiopeia after consulting various authorities has

been assumed, in

&.A. -fo
s
.o7oi

Becln. -or/

.204.

These preliminary data will, with the information already afforded, permit

the subsequent tables to be easily followed.



110 Parallax of ft Cassiopeia derived

TABLE I.

Measures of the diagonal distances of Star (a) from Star (b) and

of Star (c) from Star (d), for the determination at the times

of exposure of the correction to their measured distances from
P Cassiopeia.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



from Observations at Selected Epochs. Ill

TABLE II.

Concluded measures of ft Cassiopeiafrom the comparison
Stars (a) and (b).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



112 Concluded Parallax of & Cassiopeia from Star (a).

TABLE III.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of

P Cassiopeiafrom Star (a), as given in Table II.

No.



Concluded Parallax of (3 Cassiopeice from Star (b). 113

TABLE IV.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
ft Cassiopeia and Star (b), as given in Table II.

No.



PARALLAX OFp CASSIOPEIA RELATIVELY TO STARS (C) AND (D).

TABLE V.

Concluded measures of ft Cassiopeiafrom the comparison
Stars (c) and (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Concluded Parallax of @ Cassiopeia from Star (c).
115

TABLE VI.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
} Cassiopeiafrom Star (c),

as given in Table V.

No.



116 Concluded Parallax of IB Cassiopeia from Star (d).

TABLE VII.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
P Cassiopeicefrom Star (d), as given in Table V.

No.



Concluded Parallax of $ Cassiopeice. 117

The collected results for the parallax of /3 Cassiopeiae, gathered from the

preceding pages, are as follows :

Star's Name,



PARALLAX OF y CASSIOPEIA

Deduced from Observations at Critical EpocJis.

The stars selected for the determination of the relative parallax of y Cassio-

peiae are

Anonymous ... Mag. 10.6 ... star (a)

D.M. + 59,No. 158 ... 9.4 ... (b)

Anonymous ... 10.3 ... (c)

DJM + 59 ,No. 137 ... 8.9 ... (d).

The approximate position-angles and distances of these four stars are

o n

for star a ... p = 288 6 ... #=1356
b ... = 108 47 ... = 741
c ... = 19 i ... = 464
d ... = 245 5 = i*i-

The accompanying figure is a diagram, showing the relative position of

these stars, with the form and position of the parallactic ellipse.

North

East

SoutJi

The parallactic factors in the equations of condition have been computed
from the expressions

Star (a) ... ds = E [9.92691] cos (O - 86 6)

(b) . t .ds = R [9.92540] cos
(O - 265 23)

(c) ... <fo = .K [9.96688] cos (0-340 o)

(d)...ds = ^[9.99639] cos(-123 52).

The proper motion of y Cassiopeise, after consulting various authorities, has

been assumed in

R.A. = +os.oo6

Decln . = -o".o25.

These preliminary facts will, with the information already afforded, permit

the subsequent tables to be easily followed.



Relative Parallax of y Cassiopeia.

TABLE I

119

Measures of the diagonal distances of Star (a) from Star (b) and

of Star (c) from Star (d), for the determination, at the times

of exposure, of the correction to the measured distances from
y Cassiopeice.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



120 Parallax of y Cassiopeia derived

TABLE II.

Concluded measures of y Cassiopeiafrom the comparison
Stars (a) and (b).

No. for

Refer-

ence.
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TABLE III.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of

y Cassiopeicefrom Star (a), as given in Table II.

No.



122 Parallax of y Cassiopeia from Star (b).

TABLE IV.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of

7 Cassiopeiafrom Star (b), as given in Table II.

No.



PARALLAX OFy CASSIOPEIA RELATIVELY TO STARS (C) AND (D).

TABLE V.

Concluded measures of y Cassiopeicefrom the comparison
Stars (c) and (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



124 Parallax of y Cassiopeice

TABLE VI.

Equations of Condition formedfrom the concluded distances of

7 Cassiopeiosfrom Star (c), as given in Table V.

No.



derived from Stars (c) and (d).

TABLE VII.

125

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of

y Cassiopeiafrom Star (d), as given in Table V.

No.



126 Concluded Parallax of y Cassiopeia.

The collected results for the parallax of y Cassiopeise, gathered from the

preceding pages, are as follows :

Star's Name.



PARALLAX OF a CEPHEI

Deduced from Observations at Critical Epochs.

The stars selected for the determination of the relative parallax of a Cephei

are
D.M. + 6i, No. 2106 ... Magnitude 9.1 ... Star a

D.M. + 62 , No. 1936 ... 9.3 ... b

D.M. + 6i, No. 2107 ... 9.0 ... c

D.M. + 62 ,
No. 1927 ... 9.1 ... d.

The approximate position-angles and distances of these four stars are

for star (a) p = 211 2,2

= 47 9
= 267 25
= 81 16

= 989
= 672
= 5"
= 878.

The accompanying figure is a diagram showing the relative position of

these stars, with the form and position of the parallactic ellipse.

Hast

South

The parallactic factors in the equations of condition have been computed
from the expressions

o /

Star (a) ... ds = ^[9.99999] cos (o 103 10)

(b) ... ds = 22 [9.99843] cos (0-268 25)

(c) ... ds = ^[9.98087] cos (O 49 20)

(d) ... ds= ^[9.98400] cos(0235 23).

The proper motion of a Cephei, after consulting various authorities, has

been assumed, in

E.A. +cs.02i8

Decln . +0^.035.

These preliminary facts will, with the information already afforded, permit
the subsequent tables to be easily followed.



128 Parallax of a Cephei derived

TABLE I.

Measures of the diagonal distances of Star (a) from Star (b), and

of Star (c)from Star (d),for the determination, at the times of

exposure, of the correction to their measured distances from
a Cephei.

No. for

Refer-

ence.



from Observations at Selected Epochs. 129

TABLE II.

Concluded measures of a Cephei, from the comparison
Stars (a) and (b).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



130 Concluded Parallax of a Cephei

TABLE III.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
a Cepheifrom Star (a), as given in Table II.

No.



from the Stars of Comparison (a) and (b).
131

TABLE IV.

Equations of Condition formedfrom the concluded distances of

a Cepheifrom Star (b), as given in Table II.

No.



PARALLAX OF a CEPHEI, RELATIVELY TO STARS (C) AND (D).

TABLE V.

Concluded measures of a Cephei, from the comparison
Stars (c) and (d).

No. for

Refer-

ence.



Parallax of a Cephei from Star (c).

TABLE VL

133

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the concluded distances of
a Cepheifrom Star (c),

as given in Table V.

No.



134 Parallax of a Cephei from Star (d).

TABLE VII.

Equations of Conditionformedfrom the measures of a Cephei
and Star (d), as given in Table V.

No.



Collected Results for Parallax of a Cephei. 135

The collected results for the parallax of a Cephei, gathered from the

preceding pages, are as follows :

Star's Name.



136 Effect of Altering the Number of Observations.

On comparing these results with those already given (page 135) deduced

from twenty-five nights, and which are here repeated for convenience

/ //

Star (a) ... TT = +0.0729 + 0.0309 ... weight 3.664

Star (b) ... IT +0.0371+0.0256 ... weight 4.027

it appears that no material alteration has arisen by increasing the number

of nights from twenty-five to thirty, either as respects the parallaxes or the
'
weights

'

attached to them.

On pursuing a similar line of investigation as to the effects of reducing the

number of the sets of observation, by the omission of the two sets made in the

months of November and June, when, for these stars (a) and (#), the co-efficient

of parallax was less influential, the following results were deduced :

//

Star (0) ... TT = + 0.0522 + 0.0463 ... weight 2.277

Star (#) ... TT = + 0.0375 + 0.0466 ... weight 2.444

wherein are exhibited considerable alterations both in parallax and '

weight/

From all the above details, which may be regarded as important and

decisive as to the number and distribution of the sets of measures which it is

desirable to make, the inevitable conclusion appears to be that the plan of

curtailment herein already adopted in these researches is at once economical

and satisfactory, and I am thereby encouraged to continue the method with

reference to the remaining stars of the second magnitude.

I conclude with a summary of the Results, obtained in the foregoing

investigations.



Summary of Parallactic Determinations. 137

Summary of Results.

Star's Name.



138 Relation of Parallax to Magnitude and Proper Motion.

unknown ; but in the long run it seems probable that the latter do not

seriously modify the amount of the final resultant motions themselves.

Even on a cursory examination of the foregoing summary, it is evident that

no relation exhibits itself between the lustre and the parallax: nor in fact

should we expect to find any such relation, if, as we have some reason to

suppose, the stars in our system are still in various stages of condensation, and of

chemical or even mechanical interactions of their component materials. The

case, however, is very different in respect to a relation between parallax, or

distance, and the apparent proper motion of a star, as seen by us. Here we
should naturally expect to find that the observed motions of stars would be

materially influenced by their distance from the point of observation, our

earth or the sun, provided there is some systematic connection, as we presume
there is, between these proper motions themselves.

Dr. Oudemans in a very valuable and interesting memoir just printed in

the Ait. Nacfi.,No. 2915, has collected all the reliable parallactic determinations

yet made (not yet amounting to fifty), and has tabulated them in five groups
of nine stars each, arranged in the order of their proper motions, and the

prominent conclusion to be drawn therefrom is, that so soon as the observed

proper motion of a star falls below one-twentieth of a second of arc, its parallax

may be expected to fall below one-tenth of a second. This concluded relation

between proper motion and parallax may indeed be somewhat modified by the

fact, that the selection of stars for the determination of parallax has hitherto

been greatly influenced by the consideration of their known large proper

motions ; nevertheless, this last observation hardly applies to those series of

stars, selected for parallactic investigations on grounds quite irrespective of

motion, such as the groups of the first and second magnitude stars submitted

to observation by Dr. Elkin and myself. It must not, however, be overlooked,

that any final conclusion on this subject is necessarily premature on account of

the small number of parallactic determinations available for discussion.
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